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2 EXHIBITION OF ENGLISH DOMESTIC SILVER, 1959
A general view, and a detail of one case which includes two monteiths (left 1705— right 1697—
6,
8)
and four candlesticks (1700—l. Maker's mark of Joseph Bird).
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EDITORIAL

At Temple Newsam House this summer the exhibition of English Domestic
Silver from Yorkshire houses caused something of a stir by demonstrating the
richness of the county in really fine silver. There has been plenty of comment
on the quality of the objects on show in the press and elsewhere, but now that
the exhibition is over it might be of general interest to recall some of the
factors which determined the method of display. Silver is one of the most
difficult things to show satisfactorily, for by its nature it reflects its surroundings
and literally takes colour from them. The problem was to find a background
material sympathetic to the metal in colour and texture which at the same
time would be in sufficient contrast to it to please the eye. The blue-grey
fabric chosen seemed to satisfy these requirements better than anything else
available. Each case was set up rather as an artist might compose a still life
group before painting it, but with the extra complication that every piece had
to be visible as far as possible in isolation and certainly with no other object
in the way. It proved expeditious to arrange some of the twenty-two cases in
groups making it necessary to link the separate visual units together. As far
as possible therefore, each case layout was made complementary to the next—
and the gaps between the cases were
some symmetrical, others assymetrical
covered with hardboard to carry the eye past them. Because most of the rooms
had been recently redecorated with flock wallpapers, it was possible to use
some of the odd pieces left over to "suppress" the light fittings and other parts
of the cases which were not meant to be noticed. It is arguable that none of
the decorative arts can look their best behind glass under conditions for which
they were not designed, and it was fortunate that some of the silver in the
exhibition was heavy and robust enough to be displayed on tables, where the
house itself was able to complement them.

—
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The two paintings on perspex by Avray Wilson purchased by the Leeds
Art Collections Fund in 1958 have now found a permanent home in the
Lecture Room at the Art Gallery. They have been placed above the doors on
either side of the stage and are lit from behind by florescent tubes which may be
switched on with the house lights. They look very effective indeed and it is to
be hoped that they will become favourite objects of contemplation, and perhaps stimulation, for concertgoers and others who use the Lecture Room.
The great canvas of Hector and Andromache by Pellegrini (mentioned on pages
16—17) which was such an iniportant purchase for Temple Newsam earlier in
the year, will not be seen there until next spring when it returns from the
Winter Exhibition at the Royal Academy. The best site for its final resting
place is probably the stone staircase, where it can be fixed on to the wall and
again perform its original function as a mural decoration. It has not proved
feasible, unfortunately,
to put it there temporarily pending its journey to
London.
This incredible summer has made Temple Newsam even more a place of
pilgrimage than usual, and the attendance figures suggest that nearly half the
total number of visitors during August came from outside Leeds. The experimental coffee-party-curn-talk
on the silver exhibition for members of the
L.A.C.F. had a surprisingly large response considering that it had to be held
in the middle of the holiday period. One is encouraged to think that there is
a demand for this sort of informal meeting from time to time.

XEI4'S ITEMS
Sir Clive Milnes-Coates has kindly agreed to allow his three candelabra by
Paul Storr, dated 1816—17, to remain on loan at Temple Newsam House.
These will be shown on special occasions. Lord Gisborough has also lent his
York peg tankard of 1663-4 by John Plummer and his late sixteenth century
coconut cup with silver-gilt mounts for a further period.
For a number of years Dr. C. G. Kay Sharp has lent silver from his collection
to Temple Newsam House. He has recently placed on loan a further five spoons.
All the silver mentioned above was shown in the exhibition of English
Domestic Silver from Yorkshire Houses which closed on September 6th.

The Contemporary Art Society have presented to Leeds an oil painting
(42 in. x 52 in.) by William Scott called Blue Still Life, and in memory of the
artist who died in 1958, a watercolour (14t in. x 19 in.), Grandfather and
Grand-daughter,
by Barnett Freedman.
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William

Taverner,
By

1703-1772

S. Rowland Pierce, F.R.I.B.A.

Taverner has always been recognized, even in his lifetime, as a painter of
merit and quality, particularly in watercolour, and it is curious that many
details of his life are still somewhat obscure. Most of the dictionaries and
histories of English painting have referred to him in general terms, often
repetitive, without adding materially to our knowledge.
William Taverner was born in 1703; it has been assumed by some, probably
without foundation, that Canterbury was his birthplace.'is father, also
of
William, studied civil law and became a proctor and a procurator-general
the Court of Arches of Canterbury, practising in London at Doctors'ommons.
In addition to his legal activities, William I was the author of a number of
half-forgotten plays which were performed in London and elsewhere, the best
known of which are perhaps The Maid the Mistress (1708) and the Artful
Husband (1717). His last published play (1719) bore the curious title 'Tis u!ell

if it

Taverner I married a lady named Alathea, whose surname and
circumstances are otherwise unknown; at his death, in 1731, at
he bequeathed his earthly possessions to his wife, but how long she
survived him is not recorded.
The father of William I was Jeremiah Taverner, a portrait painter, who it
has been suggested, died about 1750, though this seems much too late a date.
Details of his birth and marriage and even of the body of his work are unknown.
Smith (1652—
Redgrave records that a portrait by him was mezzotinted by
1742) and there is an engraving by Michel van der Gucht (1697—1776) of a
portrait by Jeremiah Taverner of Daniel
Taverner II was, on April 5th 1720, at the age of seventeen years,
articled to his father.~ Later he was to follow him further and, in his turn,
become a Procurator-General of the Court of Arches.
From such bald facts it might reasonably be assumed that Taverner was
brought up in London in close contact with his parents. No record remains
of any brothers or sisters and it is not unlikely that he may have been an only
child or the only adult survivor of his father's marriage.
In the world of art Taverner, by virtue of his legal occupation, is classed as
an amateur. Even if it is assumed that he was influenced by his grandfather
towards his life-long study of painting, he was never tempted to adopt art as
his sole means of livelihood; nor does he appear to have had leanings towards
portraiture, for all his recorded work is concerned with landscape and with
figures and buildings set in landscape.
takes.'illiam

Doctors'ommons,

J.

Defoe.'illiam
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RICHMOND

REACH

Watercolour,

WILLIAM TAVERNER

11$" x 36<"

REPRODUCED BY KIND PERMISSION OF DENYS AND ARMIDE OPPE

Taverner commenced the study of drawing and painting in early life, for we
Taverner
find an entry in Vertue's Notebooks of 1733 which reads:
this present young gentleman jabout cKta 30j (besides his practice in the
Law) has a wonderfull genius to drawing of Landskap in an excellent manner.
adorned with figures in a stile above the common and paints in oil in a very
commendable and masterly manner. a fine genius blending the arts of his
Ancestors in Painting and Poetry in his happy stile of painting". This last
and father; they had been mentioned
refers to Taverner's grandfather
earlier in Vertue's note. Only three years later Vertue enlarged on his previous
entry thus: "Mr Taverner living in Drs Commons and a proctor there which
business he follows besides that has such an excellent genius for drawing
especially I.andskips that he has done some pieces lately to the admiration of
all the Curious that see them
they are said to be incomparable".~
Somewhat later, Walpole, in the Anecdotes (published in 1763), tells us that
the Earl of Harcourt and Francis Fauquier possessed "pictures by him
t'Taverner'... worthy of, Gaspar Poussin".
Confusion has grown up regarding a reference to a Mr. Tby Tobias
Smollett in his last novel, The Expedition of Humphrey Clinker (1771). The editor
of the 1925 edition of this book (Vol. II, p. 235) asserts that this is William
makes the "young"
Taverner; but Smollett's reference to his "Mr. T
artist a resident in Bath and refers to his marine paintings. Taverner was not
young in 1770, as far as is known did not reside in Bath at any time and, from
the records of his works and post mortem effects, did not paint any sea pieces.
could not have been Taverner and suggests with
Grant agrees that Mr. T
some reason that he was John Taylor (then only 26), and this is supported by
W. T. Whitley . This faulty attribution has been adopted by
is mentioned by Joseph Farington (1747—1821) in 1797 and, because
it seems to throw light on the artist's personal character, the reference is here
quoted: "Taverner was acquainted with Scott. Taverner had much quaiking
about shewing his pictures, which raised their reputation... It was very

...

"Mr....

"

others.'averner
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diflicult to obtain a sight of his pictures. He promised Scott to shew them to
Sir Edward Walpole, who went with Scott, but were on some pretence refused
admittance. Scott resented this affront and their acquaintance ceased. Taverner
was extolled above all professional artists"." It should be noted that this entry
in the Diary was made twenty-five years after Taverner's death. Whether the
incident is based on anything more than hearsay or gossip must remain

conjectural.
It can be assumed with some certainty that Taverner did not marry and that
he lived mostly in London at Doctors'ommons, in Knightrider Street, in the
City. His occupation in the ecclesiastical courts would leave him with time
to pursue his artistic inclinations, for the vacations were long and coincided,
in the main, with those of the secular law courts. Whether Taverner
actually received formal tuition in drawing and painting is still undetermined;
but there is no doubt that he was much influenced by artists of the "classical"
school of landscape painters on the continent. It has been suggested" that
George Lambert (1710—1765) was associated at one time with Taverner and
Grant'ays, for what it is worth, that he borrowed from Adriaan Van Diest
(1655—1704).
It is this very strong leaning towards fashionable formal landscape that poses
one of the most diflicult and, as yet, unsolved questions of Taverner's career;
did he travel abroad and, in particular, to Italy? There is no definitive record of
such travels; yet his landscape and figure compositions are often "classical"
and his buildings are sometimes those of Rome and elsewhere. On the other
hand all known references to the locations of his drawings and paintings are
of places in or near London, ranging from Epping Forest to Richmond, from
Greenwich to Hampstead. It is unfortunate that too few works bear inscriptions
or signatures; in this he differed from Skelton, his contemporary,
whose
drawings were almost invariably titled, signed and dated.'~
The drawing of the "Temple of Concord" (actually Saturn), in the Leeds
Art Gallery, would appear to be a sketch on the spot, made not later than
about 1760. It has been attributed to Taverner by its previous owners, Henry
Wagner, L. G. Duke and Mr. and Mrs. Norman Lupton, who bequeathed it
to Leeds. It is uninscribed and unsigned; if it is by Taverner it is the only
drawing known to me that would give any indication of the artist's presence
in Rome. In the absence of any other evidence that he, in fact, did go to Rome,
the drawing must be doubted as being from the hand of Taverner."
The question whether or not Taverner did visit Italy is overshadowed by
actual or implied sources of his inspiration and references. The drawing
recently exhibited at Leeds (1958) from the collection of Mr. and Mrs. W.
W. Spooner, of Ilkley, called Capriccio (Cat. No. 91 and plate three) is a more
or less direct copy of a painting by Pannini, I.andscape with ruins and figures
(43 in. by 40 in.), now on loan to the National Gallery of Scotland; it is the
property of the Earl of Wemyss. It was formerly in Wemyss House (now
page 7
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CLASSICAL LANDSCAPE WITH FISHERMAN
Indian ink wash, 12 s" x 114"

WILLIAM TAVERNER

RL'PRODI ICED BY KIND PERMISSION OF IOLO IVILLIAMS ESQ.

Gosford House) and is recorded in a catalogue of the pictures there which is
dated 1810 (No. 306). Whether Taverner made his study from the actual picture
or from an engraving of it (not so far discovered) is uncertain. Further research
may show that this is not an isolated instance in the works of Taverner.
Among Taverner's effects, sold after his death, and to which further reference
and engraved books.
is made below, were a large number of engravings
page 8

Among them were some ninety engravings after Poussin (whether Nicholas or
Gaspard is not stated), twenty-eight after Chatelain, forty-eight after Claude
Lorraine, twenty after Glauber and three engraved books of landscape after
M. Ricci. Many other artists were represented in this collection, but those
quoted are sufficient to show Taverner's close study of classical landscape and,
if indeed he did not go to France and Italy, the sources of the inspiration and
strong inclinations in his work.
Taverner died in London on October 2nd 1772; an obituary notice appeared
in the Gentleman's Magazine's follows: "William Taverner Esq., of
one of the best landscape painters England ever produced: but as he
painted only by way of amusement his paintings are very rare, and will bear
a high price".
The will of the artist was proved in November 1772 (P.C.C. 425 Taverner);
it directed that his pictures and books were to be sold; in addition he left the
sum of 2,900 in trust for his servant, Sarah
sale eventually took place at Langford's Rooms, "by order of the
Executors" (regrettably not named) on the evening of Monday the 21st of
February 1774 and on the following four evenings. A copy of the sale catalogue
is extant'nd shows that out of a total of 319 lots, comprising prints, books,
drawings and paintings, some 155 lots covered drawings and paintings, the
individual items in each lot varying from two to thirty-five. The catalogue
entries are very abbreviated and many items lack descriptions, but deducting
a few drawings noted as by other hands, an approximation of the volume of
Taverner's work remaining in his possession at death can be made as follows:
Paintings and studies in oils
76
654
Drawings or studies in watercolour
Studies after Rubens,
20 Total 750
Certain lots, all referring to watercolours give the following locations:
Richmond, etc. (6), Blackheath, Greenwich, etc. (5), Epping Forest (5),
Hampstead, Highgate, etc. (3), Deptford and Greenwich (2), "Behind Cavendish
Square and in Greenwich" (2). Only a few other subjects are named, for
example, A sleeping Venus, nymphs bathing, Adam and Eve; many lots are merely
described as Landscapes, Views, Ruins, Historical and Studies (of heads,
animals, figures, etc.).
In known examples of Taverner's work both clear wash and body-colour, and
sometimes both, techniques were used. In the sale catalogue all are called
watercolour drawings. No sizes are given and only once is even a comparative
indication of importance noted: Lot 25 of February 23rd, "Four different
views, large." No prices or purchaser's names are recorded, but from some
manuscript entries of amounts paid for books and prints, it would appear that
prices reasonable for the period were paid. It can be justly assumed that
Taverner's work was dispersed to many places and persons.
At the present time Taverner is represented by drawings in the following
Doctors'om.

$

Davies.'he

..

etc...
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CLASSIC LANDSCAPE

Body-colour,

12 Is" x 17sI"

REPRODUCED BY KIND PERMISSION OF THE DIRECTOR

VICTORIA AND ALBERT MUSEUM

WILLIAM TAVERNER

public galleries: British Museum (7), Victoria and Albert Museum (3), Leeds
(1?), Whitworth Art Gallery, Manchester (1), Nottingham Art Gallery (1),
Liverpool (Walker Art Gallery) (3), and Sheffield Art Gallery (1). Twenty-one
drawings are known to be in private hands, but there may be many more.
Of Taverner's oil paintings, little can be told; their present whereabouts is
unknown. Those that exist are probably in private hands or have been
dispersed (like those of Skelton), often under other names than Taverner.
Grant (oP. cit.) reproduces A Waterfall (canvas 36 in. by 282 in.), with no
indication of ownership. It is also on record that an oil painting by Taverner
was in the Livery Hall of the Painter-Stainers
Company in London, but it
was destroyed, with the Hall, in the bombing of the last war.
Works by Taverner have appeared in sale rooms from time to time, but it is
interesting to note that some were sold quite soon after his death. Four landscapes (?oils) from the effects of John Herring, deceased, of Brickley near
Plymouth, were sold in 1780; "four very fine drawings", in watercolour, were
sold by the executors of Nathanial Hillier, in 1784; all these appeared in the
London rooms of Christie and Ansell; they may well have been acquired by
their late owners during the lifetime of the artist. Other drawings are said to
bear the collector's mark of Paul Sandby. In 1842 at the sale of the contents
of Horace Walpole's Strawberry Hill, a John P. Beavan bought (for g5 10s. Od.)
A Landscape and Figures, Italian Scenery (probably an oil) by Taverner.
Taverner's drawings are quietly poetical and romantic in content; but they
show considerable technical ability in the handling of landscape, the drawing
of trees, figures and buildings with a manner freer than many contemporaries.
His colouring was often low in tone with a leaning towards grey, greyish and
yellowish greens. While the composition of many of his works show the influence
of the continental classical school of the time, the forms of his trees and other
details indicate an Englishness which could only have come from much study
and probable sketching on the spot of the English scene. Recent years have
shown a renewed interest in the quality and merit of William Taverner's work.
1

2

R EFER EItIC ES
Thieme u. Becker: Lexicon; R.A. Exhibition, 1934, Cat.; etc.
The two Williams, father and son, have often been confused in various ways; e.g. Cundall:
Hist. Eng. Water-Colour Painting (1929), p. 21; Bryan, Dictionary, where Jeremiah is also not related
to William; etc.
Copy in V. Sr. A. Museum, Dyce Coll. 2336.

3
4 D.ItI.B., etc.
5
6
7

8

9

10
11
12

Walpole Society Vol.

ibid; p.

69.

XXII (1933-34), p. 118.

of Painting: William, Earl and Field-Marshal Harcourt (1743-1830); Francis Fauquier
(1720-1768), Lieut.-Governor of Virginia (1758), a friend of Thomas Jefferson (later third
President of U.S.A.). What these pictures were remains obscure.
Grant; Early English Landscape Painting (1925), Vol. I, p. 34.
W. T. Whitley: Thomas Gainsborough (1915).
e.g. Cosmo Monkhouse: Early English Watercolour Painters (1890); Cundall: op. cit.
Samuel Scott (c.1702-1772); 7 he Farington Diary, Vol. I, p. 190.
By James Dallaway, the editor of the 1888 Edition of Walpole's Anecdotes; (Vol. II, p. 326, f.n.).
Anecdotes

leontinued
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TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE

OPEN DAILY, INCLUDING SUNDAYS,
OCTOBER to APRIL, 11.30a.m. to 6.15 p.m. or dusk.
MAY to SEPTEMBER, 10.30 a.m. to 6.15 p.m.
WEDNESDAY 10.30 a.m. to 8.0 p.m.

September 12 to

November

1

GOTHIC ART EXHIBITION
An exhibition designed to give a comprehensive survey of Gothic
art in England, France, Italy, Spain and Germany, circulated
by the Victoria and Albert Museum.

LEEDS CITY ART GALLERY
October 3 to
1

November

October 10 to
October 31

November
November

14 to
29

OPEN DAILY, 10.30 a.m. to 6.30 p.m.
SUNDAY 2.30 p.m. to 5.0 p.m.

MASTERPIECES OF CZECH ART

An exhibition of treasures from the National Museums of Prague
only shown at the 1959 Edinburgh International
Festival and
Leeds. Circulated by the Arts Council.

—

DAVID COX

—CENTENARY

A selection of works from the Birmingham
lated by the Arts Council.

EXHIBITION

Art Gallery,

circu-

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE EXHIBITION
of students'ork.

An exhibition

November

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN EXHIBITION
Page 12

SOME NOTABLE EVENTS IN YORKSHIRE GALLERIES
Arts Council Exhibitions

York

Arts Council Collection, Parts I and II
Arts Council Collection, Part II I
Works from the Bowes Museum
Modern Italian Pictures
London Group Selected Works
Six Young Painters

Bradford

—

Arts Council Film Shows

Sheffield

Harrogate

Hull

Huddersfield,

November

Art Exhibitions Bureau

23

Sheffield, November

Brighouse
Scarborough

Herbert Powell Collection
The Swindon Collection
Royal Society of Portrait Painters
Dutch and Flemish Masters
Sir Gerald Kelly retrospective exhibition
Herbert Powell Collection
The Swindon Collection

Hull
Keighley

—

Rotherham
Keighley
Rotherham

Victoria and Albert Museum
2,000 years of Silk

Huddersfield
Brighouse

Ivories
Victorian Pottery
Modern Scandinavian Tableware
Rembrandt Etchings
Mediaeval Textiles
Modern Tableware from Holland, Germany and Italy
English and Irish Glass

Other Exhibitions

Sept. 26 to Oct 17
Sept. 26 to Oct. 17
Oct. 17 to Nov. 7
Nov. 28 to Dec. 19
Nov. 28 to Dec. 20
Dec. 12 to Jan. 2

Keighley

Harrogate
Batley
Bradford
Hull
Hull

Rotherham

—

Bradford
Rotherham
Batley
Doncaster
Scarborough

Paintings and Watercolours by Norman Adams
1605 onwards
English Silver Spoons
Paintings by Stafi'f Batley College of Art
Doncaster Racing and Air Display Pictures
Scarborough Art Society
Living Today Modern Interiors
Work by South Yorkshire Artists
Local Combined Photographic Societies
Huddersfield Art Society
New Vision 1959 Exhibition
Hand and Machine Embroidery
Doncaster School of Art Annual Exhibition
Huddersfield Art Society
Two Contemporary Yugoslav Artists

—

Wakefield
Rotherham
Hull
Huddersfield
Scarborough
Hull

Doncaster
Brighouse
Scarborough

page
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26

Hull, December 9

Sept. 5 to Oct. 3
Sept. 7 to Sept. 30
Sept. 26 to Oct. 24
Oct. 17 to Nov. 14
Nov. 7 to Dec. 19
Nov. 28 to Jan. 2
Dec. 28 to Jan. 23

Oct. 3 to Nov. 16
Oct. 3 to Nov. 30
Oct. 3 to Nov. 30
Oct. 17 to Dec. 28
Nov. I to Nov. 20
Nov. 12 to Dec. 31
Nov. 14 to Jan. 10
Nov. 21 to January
to Oct. 4
to Oct. 31
Sept. 26 to Oct. 10
Sept. 26 to Nov. 15
Oct. I to Oct. 30
Oct. I to Nov. 30
Oct. 3 to Oct. 31
Oct. 3 to Oct. 31
Oct. 10 to Nov. 8
Nov. I to Nov. 30
Nov. 14 to Dec. 6
Nov. 19 to Dec. 13
Nov. 21 to Dec. 19
Dec. I to Dec. 31

7
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WILLIAM TAVERNER
Watercolour, 9z" x 12»"
REPRODUCED BY KIND PERMISSION OF DENYS AND ARMIDE OPPE

ITALIAN LANDSCAPE

Grant. op. cit. Jonathan Skelton (<1.1759) was also influenced, if not taught, by George Lambert.
The drawing i>f Hampstead Heath in the V. & A. Museum (No. P.8-1915) is said to be signed and
dated 1770 at the back; unfortunately it is now framed and sealed at the back which is therefore

inaccessible.
The topographical correctness of this drawing and hence the assumption that it was executed on
the spot is shown l>y an engraving in Donato: Roma Fetus ac Recens (Rome, 1665„p. 153, which
clearly indicates the tile-roofed builtling on the left; this is supported by an anonymous drawing
in the Witt Collection (Courtauld Institute) dated to the late XVI cent., which shows a similar
building. (Illustd. in Gaunt: Rome, Past and Present Studio Special No. (1926), Pl. LII). See
also a drawing in British Museum by Francis Towne (1740-1816), ascribed to c.1780, which shows
the same building att.ached to the remains of the Temple. The medieval and other buildings
were not cleared from this part of the Forum Romanum until the very end of the 18th cent.
16 Cents. Mag., 1772, p. 496.
17 D.I>I.B., information from G. H. Rodman, etc.
18 British Museum, Dept. of Prints and Drawings.
15

—

3

4

5
7

sVO 7 ES OA'LLUSTR.4 TIO,VS
Reach. Water-colour, 11.'," x 36»
Inscribed on back "Richmond R." Oppe coll.(1947), ex Palmerston

Richmond

Exhtd. R.A. (No. 113); Gi Deva-Zurich:
1952 (No. 58).

"Aquarelle

Anglaise",

coll.
1955-56 (No. 106); Sheffield:

Indian Ink Wash, 12I(" x 11»".
Coll. Iolo Williams; ex coils. N. Smith and Randall Davis;
Repd. Williams, Early English f;Clrs., 1952, Plate XVII (36).
[It is interesting to note that the 'fisherman's using a type of net common to the rivers of Italy,
e.g. the Arno and Tiber.]
Classic Landscape. Body-colour, 12»" x'7„'"; mounted on paper, inscribed on back "Taverner, No.
21". V. & A. Museum, No. 443 (Sheepshanks Bequest, 1857).
Repd. V. & A. Cat. of IV.Clr Paintings, 1927, Fig. 10; and Lintott, The hrt of W.Clr Painting, 1926.
Italian Landscape. Water-colour, 9„'"x 12»"; Inscribed on old mount
"Taverner" and "N.151".
Oppe coll. (1921), ex coils., Robert Udney and Cook. Exhtd. R.A., 1958 (No. 115).

Classical Landscape uith I'isherman.
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Foreign Artists in the North
The contribution made by English craftsmen and artists working in the
north has been discussed in these pages'. The purpose of this article is to
examine the foreign contributions to the decorative arts in the north and in
particular to assess the work of such decorative painters as Giovanni Antonio
Pellegrini (1675—174.1), Marco Ricci (1676—1727), Louis Laguerre (1663—1721),
and the plasterers Giovanni Bagutti (fl.1708—45) and Joseph Cortese (?—1778).
In 1707 Charles Montagu, 4th Earl and subsequently 1st Duke of Manchester, went as Ambassador Extraordinary to Venice. A picture by I,uca
Carlevaris2, now in the Birmingham
City Art Gallery and formerly at
Kimbolton, shows him landing at the Molo and about to enter the Ducal
Palace. The main purpose of his mission (which failed), was to treat for the
Republic's support against Louis XIV. From our point of view the significant
thing to emerge was that the Duke brought back with him to England in 1708
the artists Giovanni Antonio Pellegrini and Marco Ricci. Mr. Edward CroftMurray and Mr. Francis Watson have noted that until the Duke's house was
ready to receive these decorators
Vanbrugh was remodelling it they first
painted the new scenes of Alessandro Scarlatti and Xicolo Haym's opera

Pyrrhus

and Demetrius.

The Duke of Manchester

8

BATTLE SCENE

and the 1st Earl of Carlisle, of Castle Howard,

Oil on canvas, 26" X 55I-"
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9 HECTOR AND ANDROMACHE

Oil on canvas, 92" x 88"

GIOVANNI

ANTONIO

BOUGHT FROM THE CORPORATION FUND WITH THE AID OF A GRANT FROM THE
NATIONAL ART COLLECTIONS FUND, 1959

PELLEGRINI

were both members of the Kit-Cat Club and after Pellegrini had decorated
Kimbolton Castle in Huntingdonshire
for the former he moved on with
Marco Ricci to Castle Howard. There is a tradition that Pellegrini was Wren's
chosen painter for the dome of St. Paul's. Mr. Watson has shown that this
announcement by the St. Paul's Committee of the competition to decorate the
interior of the dome "attracted many Venetian artists to England in the
succeeding decade." Apart from Pellegrini and Ricci, Cassana came in 1713—14,
to be followed by Vicenzo Damini, Guiseppe Grisoni and Antonio and Giovanni
page
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Bellucci. Marco Ricci, according to Vertue, "upon some disgust with
Pellegrini" had hurried back to Venice to fetch his uncle, Sebastiano Ricci,
the one-time master of Pellegrini. Surely Sebastiano would oust Pellegrini from
this important commission, but finally of course, English Protestantism prevailed against all Romish decorators and the task was allotted to Sir James
Thornhill.
Pellegrini's work at Castle Howard consisted of decorating the Hall, Staircases, Garden Hall, Upstairs Galleries, Little Gallery, High Saloon and Saloon,
with trophies and mythologies. The Cupola of the Hall depicted the fall of the
Sun God, with his fiery steeds. Phaeton in bedecked chariot was depicted in
the splendour of the Venetian decorative style practised by Pellegrini. The
pendentives were decorated with the Four Elements. Pcllegrini's full bill is
preserved at Castle Howard and amounts to f852 5s. Od.
Ricci painted many overdoors and overmantels at Castle Howard. He
the marginal notes in the
possibly helped Pellegrini with the wall-paintings;
aforementioned account lead one to assume he did.
Ricci's uncle, Sebastiano, is represented by wall decoration at Hovingham
Hall, Yorkshire, and Giacomo Amiconi (1675 1752) decorated Hawksmoor's
Temple of the Four Winds at Castle Howard, and worked also for thc Strafford
family.
A connection with Temple Newsam House, the Viscounts Irwin and these
decorative painters has taken place on two different occasions. In 1704—5
Edward the 4th Viscount Irwin was visiting Venice on the Grand Tour. He
acquired there eighteen canvases, mostly of sea-scapes and battle scenes, by
Marco Ricci and these are still in the house for which they were bought.
Antonio Morassi has recently discussed4 two seascapes by Marco Ricci formerly
at Badger Hall, Shropshire (a Wyatt house, now demolished) in which he
suggests the figures may be by Giambattista Tiepolo. These paintings bear a
striking resemblance to the Temple Newsam series, as do those of a storm at Sea
at the Museo Civico, Bassano and 7he Cascade at the Acca.demia, Venice. Both
of these have been recently illustrated'.
The 4th Viscount Irwin has received little attention from writers. However,
this important series of paintings by Ricci which he purchased, are perhaps
among the most interesting series now in England. They add much to the
decoration of Temple Newsam House and one wonders if Lord Irwin ever
met Ricci when the latter was working at Castle Howard.
This year, with the aid of a generous grant from the National Art Collections
Fund, Temple Newsam House has acquired a large oil painting by Pellegrini
formerly in the Duke of Manchester's collection at Kimbolton. illustrated here
it shows Hector, his wife Andromache and their child Astyanax. The subject
is taken from the sixth book of the Iliad. The Trojans are hard-pressed, Hector
leaves the battle to tell the Trojan women to make supplication to the gods,
and finds Andromache on the wall with their child Astyanax. She pleads with
page
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him in vain not to return to the battle. Astyanax has been frightened by his
father's helmet, but Hector has handed it to an attendant and now holds the
child in his arms.
This picture came from Kimbolton and whilst not included in the 1949 sale
there probably forms one of the extensive series of murals Pellegrini did for
the 1st Duke of Manchester. Those in the Chapel and on the staircase at
Kimbolton still survive and were restored, as was this picture, by Mr. Peter
Hermesdorf in 1952. Apart from Castle Howard (where much of Pellegrini's
work was destroyed by fire on November 9th, 1940), the artist is principally
represented in this country by an extensive series at Narl'ord in Norfolk, painted
for Sir Andrew Fountaine, celebrated antiquary, coin collector, Vice Chamberlain and tutor to Prince William and Master of the Mint. Mr. Watson has
suggested that Pellegrini was recommended to him by Lord Burlington, who
had of course extensive Yorkshire interests. Indeed, an carly guide-book The
Norfolk 70ur states that the paintings were a present from Burlington.
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It is therefore very satisfying that this large mural by Pellegrini should now
be preserved in the kind of country house in which it was originally intended
to be seen. The mantle of the Venetian decorators in the north was still such
thirty years later that the 7th Viscount Irwin, when decorating his Long
Gallery should insert in the chimneypieces architectural capricci by Antonio
Jolli (c.1700—1777) who studied the manner of the vedutisti of the Venetian
school, such as Carlevaris and Canaletto. He was born at Modena and had
trained first under one of the Bibbienas, then under Pannini in Rome and
lastly in Venice. Jolli painted some Venetian scenes for the 4th Earl of Chesterfield which were in Yorkshire until their sale in 1956. His painting at Temple
Newsam House of the Castel di S. Angelo and St. Peter', signed "Jolli", is
shown on the cover of this Arts Calendar. It is one of his two architectural
subjects inserted in the overmantels of the Long Gallery chimneypieces. These
were erected in March 1739/40 and Jolli did not reach England until 1742/3,
at a time when the 7th Viscount Irwin was concluding the decoration of the
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Long Gallery. Here was a room which could so easily have leaned to the newer
decorative style of French rococo but which in its influence is that of Jolli and
the Venetians.
The only other Venetian decorators of interest at work at the opening of the
eighteenth century, were Antonio Bellucci (1654—1726) and the mysterious
Francesco Sleter ($.1719—47) . Bellucci did not journey north and Sleter worked
mainly in the south except for one Lincolnshire commission.
One of the most skilled decorative painters of the late seventeenth century
was Louis Laguerre. His work at Blenheim would alone assure him a place in
the history of art. It is less known however that he worked for Thomas Osborne,
1st Duke of Leeds at Kiveton, a house near the Sheffield-Worksop road which
was demolished in 1812. The agreement is preserved in the Duke of Leeds
papers in the Library of the Yorkshire Archaeological Society and was published by Norbert I.ynton in April 1956 . It shows that on March 3rd, 1702/3,
Laguerre was to paint a large staircase room and four panels in the great hall,
and that he would "finish and complete the same... so that the scaffolds may
be struck and removed before Lady Day 1704". The work was done for a total
payment of f357 15s., and an attractive sketch for the ceiling decoration is
preserved with the contract.
Working a year or two in advance of Pellegrini at Castle Howard was the
Italian stuccatore Giovanni Bagutti and his collaborator, Plura, perhaps one of
the Plura family of Turin who settled at Bath.
It seems likely that they did the stucco chimneypiece and scagliola niche
in the Hall at Castle Howard. This can be counted as one of the most interesting
pieces of stucco decoration of the period. Bagutti's presence also refutes the
theory, I think, that he was brought back with Giuseppe Artari from Italy by
the architect James Gibbs. In any case Artari was only eleven when Gibbs
was in Italy. Bagutti worked at many houses and was said by Defoe to be "The
finest artist in these particular works now in England". I have not traced him
working elsewhere in the north and he is better known for his work under
and the Senate House at Cambridge.
Gibbs at St. Martin-in-the-Fields
Another foreign plasterer of considerable importance in the north was
Joseph Cortese who died at York in 1778. He worked at Gilling Castle, Studley
Royal and the Beverley Guildhall and may have been responsible for the
plaster reliefs of two of the cKsop Fables at Somerset House, Halifax.
Giuseppe Borgnis (1701—61), whose main decorative painting is to be seen
at West Wycombe, decorated the Ionic Temple at Duncombe Park, Yorkshire.
Agostino Aglio (1777—1857), was at Bretton Park where he painted the staircase in a style reminiscent of a Piranesi engraving. Aglio came to England in
1803 and as the last important figure in the long line of decorative painters to
visit England brings this brief survey to a convenient conclusion.
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Burlington Magazine, May 1937, p.30,
1951, (22).

Leeds Arts Calendar,

Autumn,

repr.
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Ex: Whitechapel Art Gallery,

Eighteenth

Century

Venice

Edward Croft Murray in Country Life, Christmas Annual, 1950; F.J.B. Watson in journal of the
Royal Institute of British Architects, 1954, p.172 and Arte Veneta 1954, p.295; see also Sir Anthony
Blunt, Venetian Dravvings at Windsor Castle (1957), p.30.

June 1959.
XVII1 century Venice (1959) repr. pls.21 and 22.
Bellucci vvorked for the Duke of Chandos at Canons and Sleter's work may be seen at Mereworth
Castle, Kent, and Moor Park, Hertfordshire. He also designed the windows for the chapel at Canons,
executed by Joshua Price of York, now at Great Witley Church, Worcestershire.
Burlington Magazine, April 1956.
The Connoisseur, November 1956; Rupert Gunnis, Dictionary of British Sculptors, 1660-1851 (1954).
Burlington

Magazine,

M. Levey, Painting

in

I am most grateful to Mr. Edward Croft-Murray for allowing me to read in typescript the chapter
on Venetian and Bolognese decorators in his forthcoming two volume work, Decorative Painting in
England.
G.W.B.
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